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Abstract The key idea behind the diagrammatic approach presented in the paper is
that the sophisticated mechanisms of human visual construction also play an impor-
tant role in natural languages. We propose a diagrammatic representation of English,
giving examples, translation rules, and semantics. Special attention will be paid to ana-
phoric phenomena, in particular, the possibility of a uniform treatment of anaphoric
pronouns.
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1 Introduction

Why are most classrooms equipped with a whiteboard? Why are talks normally accom-
panied by a visual presentation? The reason is that the visual support makes under-
standing the speaker considerably easier. If we use images, we understand better and
reason better. However, we also make more mistakes. This is why scientists in general,
and mathematicians in particular, decided to relegate the use of diagrams to a merely
heuristic role in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Rigorous reasoning must be
reliable. And diagrams are not. According to Mancosu (2005, p. 15), “[…] one of the
main paradigmatic examples that were used to discredit the role of geometric intui-
tion in analysis [was] Weierstrass’ discovery of a continuous nowhere differentiable
function.” This result seems to demonstrate that geometrical intuition is deceptive and
that the most reliable role that can be assigned to diagrams is that of helping in the
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discovery of arguments, but never that of grounding arguments. It must always be pos-
sible to reformulate any demonstration of a theorem as a succession of propositions
(without diagrams) in which each is either an axiom or the logical consequence of the
propositions which have gone before. Reaching the same true result without the use of
visual aids is only a question of time. This was the trend during the last two centuries.

However, in recent years a new movement has developed, proclaiming the end of lo-
gocentricity in the rigorous formulation of arguments, even mathematical arguments.
The same thinking driving the movement lies at the heart of the present paper, which
proposes the systematic application of diagrammatic reasoning to the treatment of
natural language and, in particular, of anaphoric pronouns.

2 About the role of anaphoric pronouns

Specifically, in this article we will propose, on the basis of certain ideas to be presented
in the next section, a diagrammatic explanation of the difficult problem of the role of
anaphoric pronouns in natural discourse.

Anaphoric pronouns are a type of pronoun whose interpretation is entirely deter-
mined by other expressions of discourse. They are something like the access key to
expressions that either have appeared, or will appear in the future. The question that
naturally arises then is: What type of access do anaphoric pronouns provide for these
expressions? Or, put another way, what information do anaphoric pronouns acquire
from their antecedents?

This is a classic problem that remains open because of the functional heterogeneity
that inevitably seems to accompany the use of anaphoric pronouns in the context of
natural language. Thus, it is not difficult to find examples which support different
theoretical proposals. Examples are:

(1) No prudent man will drive when he is drunk. (Partee 1973)
(2) Few MPs came to the party, but they had a marvellous time. (Evans 1977, p. 493)
(3) A man who put his paycheck in the bank is wiser than a man who put it in the

BUECU. (Example modified from Jacobson (2000, p. 87))

The pronouns that appear in these examples are all anaphoric pronouns. However,
each seems to require an analysis incompatible with those required for the others (in
the sense that exchanging analyses yields incorrect interpretations of the statements).
In each case, the pronoun seems to recover a specific and distinct ‘dimension’ from the
antecedent: In (1), he acquires a variable (pronoun as bound variable). The role of the
pronoun is to connect places of argument. In (2), they acquires a reference (pronoun as
a singular term). The role of the pronoun is to signify the individual thing described by
the antecedent. Finally, in (3), it acquires a linguistic expression. The pronoun seems
only a mechanism to prevent the repetition of the antecedent, a ‘pronoun of laziness’
(Evans 1977, p. 467).1

1 Karttunen (1969) discusses a type of statement known as Bach-Peters. In particular, it refers to the fol-
lowing example: The man who loved her kissed his wife. According to the author, “what her stands for is the
description his wife, not the person that might be referred to by this description.” The ‘paycheck sentences’
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These examples show that perhaps there is no one analytical process to uniformly
address all cases of anaphoric pronouns. It is possible that the only option of uniformity
resides in exactly determining the conditions for applying this or that process.

It seems then that the role of it in the following sentence should be analogous to
one of the examples we have examined:

If John owns a donkey, then he beats it
.

However, it is in this kind of statement—a “donkey sentence” (Geach 1962)—where,
curiously, the pronoun cannot be appropriately classified using the three examples we
have presented. Here is why:

First, it is clear that it cannot be a ‘pronoun of laziness’ because if it were, the
statement would be interpreted:

If John owns a donkey, then he beats a donkey
.

On the other hand, if we decide to treat the pronoun as a singular term the expressive
value of the quantifier is reduced such that we lose the intuitive reading of the sentence,
instead getting a reading under which there would be some specific donkey such that if
John owns it, he beats it (Lepore and Garson 1983, p. 328).2 The logical aspect of the
existential operator is neglected in this case to the extent that it ignores the relationship
established with other logical operators (in particular, the conditional).

Finally, concerning the treatment of the pronoun as a bound variable, the problem
lies in the scope of the quantifier. When you translate a donkey by an existential quan-
tifier, its scope is limited to the antecedent of the conditional, and therefore it cannot
access its antecedent. But in reality, we do know how to treat the pronoun as a bound
variable:

∀x∀y (john(x)&donkey(y)&own(x, y)→beat(x, y))

So, what then is the problem? This time it is a question of translating the English
into the logical form. In the process, all expected and desired uniformity and linearity
seems to have been lost. As indicated by Sandu (1997, p. 148), neither the left-to-right
ordering of the logical constants (because the quantifier associated to donkey has a
wider scope than the conditional) nor the nature of the lexical properties of the logi-
cal constants (the indefinite is translated as a universal quantifier) are preserved. The
result is that this analysis is also unsatisfactory.

Thus new proposals became necessary. They started appearing during the eighties.
The aim was to combine the strengths of the two traditionally opposing proposals (sin-
gular terms and bound variables). The result was called dynamic perspective;3 a view

Footnote 1 continued
(such as (3)), according to Karttunen, is another example in which the occurrence of the pronoun is not
referential. Thus in (3), it does not work as a singular term but as the description itself.
2 As indicated by von Heusinger (2000, p. 251): “the referring expression is scopeless like proper names
and demonstrative, i.e. it behaves as if it always had widest scope”.
3 “A semantics which characterizes the meaning of an expression in terms of its context change potential
is nowadays usually referred to as dynamic semantics, while a semantics […] whose central concern is with
conditions of truth, is called static. The first explicit formulation of a dynamic semantics in this sense can
be found in (Barwise 1987)” (Kamp and van Eijck 1997, p. 197).
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which introduced into formal semantics the idea of a changing context of discourse,
that is, of a variable set whose elements are the potential antecedents of the anaphoric
elements.

However, while theories linked to this new perspective, such as Discourse Repre-
sentation Theory (DRT) or Game Theoretical Semantics (GTS) represented a major
advance in the understanding of anaphoric phenomenon, none have yet been able to
provide a fully satisfactory analysis in the face of certain difficulties the phenom-
enon presents (i.e., accessibility issues—Every woman received a computer. She is
responsible for it., and of backward pronominalization—If a man can find the money
to pay for it, I will buy a fancy car., etc.). Furthermore, none of them seem to provide
a uniform analysis for all anaphoric pronouns, either. My aim is to suggest a new
(diagrammatic) account that does not suffer from these difficulties and succeeds in
giving such a uniform account.

To do this we will first try to give some reasons for the diagrammatic proposal.

3 An old debate

The nature of mental images has been the subject of intense debate since the 1970s,
when attention was focused on it as a result of the experiments conducted by Shepard
and colleagues, as Miller points out (1986, p. 226). Behaviourism then lost ground to
a new psychology in which the study of the phenomena underlying reasoning (e.g.
mental images) was no longer considered pointless.

The different experiments carried out by Shepard and his team led him to defend a
close similarity between the nature of perception and mental representation, and, as a
result, the role of mental images in creative thought processes (Shepard 1978, p. 135):

I submit that there are both logical and analogical processes of thought, and that
processes of the latter type, though often neglected in psychological research,
may be comparable in importance to the former. By an analogical or analog
process I mean just this: a process in which the intermediate internal states have
a natural one-to-one correspondence to appropriate intermediate states in the
external world.

However, Shepard’s position is not shared by all. Pylyshyn (1981), for example, intro-
duces the idea of a tacit knowledge that the individual has of the laws structuring the
represented world. Thus, according to this position, mental images are no more than
the epiphenomenal re-creation during reasoning of the laws which seem to govern
the world. Kosslyn, for his part, adopts a position which favours combined coding
(propositional/literal) of environmental information. According to the author mental
images will then show emerging properties which are not only of propositional use
during thought processes (Kosslyn 1978).

All these proposals would appear to share the idea that the repercussions of visual
factors in reasoning depend exclusively on the type of object handled during the process
of reasoning. We reject this assumption and identify the contribution of visual features
to reasoning with the use of strategies whose origin is linked to the construction of the
perceptual image.
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In order to explain our position more fully, let us focus for a moment on a specific
cognitive process: discovery. According to Giaquinto (2007, p. 50):

[…] discovering a truth has three components. First, there is the independence
requirement, which is just that one comes to believe the proposition concerned
by one’s own lights, without reading it or being told. Secondly, there is the
requirement that one comes to believe it in a reliable way. Finally, there is the
requirement that one’s coming to believe it involves no violation of epistemic
rationality (given one’s pre-existing epistemic state). In short, discovering a truth
is coming to believe it in an independent, reliable, and rational way.

Giaquinto argues for the possibility of making discoveries in geometry by visual
means. According to the author, the precise role of the visual elements will not consist
of previous sensory experiences from which we can induce a more general result, or
of experiences of visualisation which can act as a direct basis for inference. If images
were to play one of these roles, which are discounted (Giaquinto 2007), the result
obtained would not be reliable and we would not, consequently, be dealing with a
true discovery. Giaquinto then proposes an alternative which, strongly influenced by
Kosslyn, allows him to overcome the lack of reliability observed in the cases above
and explain the decisive part played by images in certain processes of discovery. He
claims that the experience of visualisation brings about the recovery of certain items
present in the individual’s cognitive state. These items would constitute the pieces in a
puzzle which, when fitted together, would enable one to succeed in discovering results
reliably.

Giaquinto’s proposal differs from ours in that, in our case, the visual contribution
is not limited to the activation of items but also concerns the strategy which will even-
tually enable them to be combined as new beliefs. We can thus see a certain parallel
between the mechanisms involved respectively in discovery and perceptual construc-
tion. Although the two models appear to have different objectives and to function
without any apparent connection, they apply very similar rules. In the case of reason-
ing these rules could be described as deriving from those governing the construction
of perception.

In the words of Hoffman (2000, p. xii), “[v]ision is not merely a matter of passive
perception, it is an intelligent process of active construction. What you see is, invari-
ably, what your visual intelligence constructs.” The innate talent of which Hoffman
(2000) speaks has been carefully developed and refined throughout the history of
human evolution. It thus appears natural and even to be expected that the individ-
ual will make use of this talent in processes as intimately linked to human nature as
reasoning or communicating by means of language.

4 Natural language

From this point on our objective will be to put this idea into practice in the con-
text of natural language. We shall try to establish a diagrammatic representation of
language, whose behaviour is as similar as possible to what we consider is the way
in which information is stored, retrieved and manipulated during natural discourse.
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As before, we hold that the mechanisms for visual and linguistic construction share
a common strategy. This does not mean that communicating necessarily involves the
use of images (we do not actually see any diagram when we speak), but rather that
the use of diagrammatic representation may be the best way to reconstruct the type of
strategy, visual in origin, which we claim lies behind all natural languages; a strategy
that we assume to lead naturally to a uniform account of anaphoric pronouns.

Let us look more closely at our proposal:
The representation of statements will be based on a dotted vertical line on which tri-

angles appear, with labels beside them. The representation of basic elements is shown
below:

a) Common noun: b) Proper noun   / 

Det. [a/some] + Common noun (singular) : 

c) Det.[every]+Common noun (singular): d) Det. [all] + Common noun (plural): 

e) Verb + Object: f) Subject + Verb: 

g) Subject + Verb + Object: 
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We shall insist on the fact that we do not actually see all these triangles while commu-
nicating. That would be absurd. But then, does it mean that our visual skills do not really
play a fundamental role in discourse construction?4 As we have already maintained
above, the fundamental role played by our visual skills in reasoning or communicating
is not related to the actual use of images, but to the use of strategies bound to the con-
struction and manipulation of images. Our assumption is that although we do not see
triangles while speaking, we use natural language as if we actually could see triangles.

4.1 Some more rules for the construction of diagrams

Imagine now a discourse consisting of two sentences: A and B (B uttered after A). We
will construct a representation of it according to the following steps:

a. We will represent A (using the basic rules presented in the last section).
b. We will look for anaphoric pronouns in B.

b.1. If we do not find any, we will just represent B (making use again of the basic
rules in Sect. 4.)

b.2. On the contrary, if we do find some, and their respective antecedents stand in
A, then at least one of these anaphoric pronouns will be represented on the
same triangle as its antecedent (the role of the pronoun consists in recovering
a part of the previous structure). With this triangle we will represent B by
modifying or adding new elements to the already existent structure (diagram
of A). And to do that, we will:
– follow the rules in Sect. 4.
– use as much of the diagrammatic structure of A as possible, and
– use the rules that will be laid down next.

The following is a summary of the main rules for the construction of diagrams that are
going to be applied along this paper. Some of these rules can be hard to understand
at first. So, we advise not to devote much time to them at the beginning, but to come
back to the rules when reading the sections that follow.

The rules:

1. Access by a pronoun to its antecedent:
– If the representation of the antecedent is a triangle with only one exit, it can

be accessed directly by the pronoun (cf. example (2)).
– If the representation of the antecedent is a triangle with several exits, it can

only be accessed by the pronoun in the following cases:
(a) The pronoun is plural. Direct access. (cf. example (5))
(b) The pronoun is singular but its antecedent is linked to another element

which acts as an antecedent (directly accessible in this case) for another
pronoun. In such cases we say that the pronoun has indirect access to the
antecedent. (cf. example (4))

– Otherwise, the antecedent cannot be accessed by the pronoun. The diagram-
matic representation is not allowed in this case. (cf. example (3))

4 I am grateful to the first anonymous referee for this remark.
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2. Retrieval of the structure:
– If the antecedent can be accessed directly by the pronoun and is also in the

same dimension (main line of discourse or another line)5 as the pronoun, the
structure can be recovered directly. The new information can be shown on the
existing diagram (cf. example (5)).

– If the antecedent can be accessed directly by the pronoun but lies in a different
dimension, the structure can only be recovered if the triangle representing the
antecedent is reproduced. (cf. example (6))

– If the antecedent is indirectly accessible by the pronoun, the structure can be
recovered by a triangle with a single exit. (cf. example (4))

3. When a plural pronoun has access to its antecedent, the exit lines from the triangle
representing the pronoun converge at one end. (cf. example (9))

4. Negation: It occupies a symmetrical position to the positive case with respect to
the vertical dotted line. (cf. example (7))

5. Accessibility in the event of negation (No…): Only singular pronouns can access
the noun phrase and then only in cases where the pronoun is represented before
the antecedent. (cf. examples (7) and (11)) Otherwise, the representation is not
allowed.

6. Intensional verb: The clause which is the object of the verb is always represented
first. (cf. example (8))

7. Conditionals: The antecedent clause of the conditional is always represented first
(cf. example (11)). Q or C is written below the conditional arrow to show whether
the quantifier or the conditional has wider scope. This decision will be taken
depending on the order of appearance (left-to-right order) of the respective parti-
cles characterizing conditionals and quantification. If the quantifier is the first to
appear, it will have the wider scope. Otherwise, the wider scope will correspond
to the conditional.

It is time now to look at the examples.

4.2 First examples

(1) A man walked. He talked.

The diagram on the right is our first example of the way in which an anaphoric pronoun
(he) is represented. The way in which this is done is to retrieve the part of the diagram
showing its antecedent and to show the new information starting from this fragment.6

The arrow from walked to talked shows the transition from the old information about
a man to the new. The other arrow, present in both diagrams, shows us the point at
which we must begin to read them.

5 Cf. footnote 8 in Sect. 4.3 of this paper.
6 We can see here one of the fundamental characteristics of all reasoning with diagrams: “[often] in actual
reasoning with diagrams, one successively modifies a single diagram” (Hammer 2006, p. 130).
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man 

walked 

talked 

walked 

man 

The diagram on the left is the representation of A man walked. It is built up in two
stages:

1.1. Subject + Verb: 1.2. Subject = Det.[a] + Common noun 

(singular): 

man 

walked 

man 

walked 

(2) A man loved a woman. He kissed her.

man 

loved 

woman 

man 

loved 

woman 
kissed 

Let us see how the diagram on the left has been constructed. As in the previous exam-
ple, it represents the first sentence.

1.1. Subject + Verb + Object: 1.2. Subject = Det. [a] + Common noun 

      Object = Det.[a] + Common noun:   

loved 

woman 

man 

loved 

woman 

man 
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The second sentence allows access to the graphic representation of the first, thanks
to the presence of certain anaphoric elements, in this case he and her. As before, access
is reflected in the modification, shown on the right, of the diagram on the left (loved
changes to kissed). However, as we shall see below (example (3)), the existence of
anaphoric elements is not a sufficient condition of accessibility in itself. There are
cases in which the use of pronouns cannot be shown diagrammatically. These are
special cases in which the ungrammatical nature of the sentence is revealed by the
impossibility of representing it.

(3) Every chef has a secret recipe. He is happy.*

chef 

secret recipe 

The number of 
lines leading out 
of the triangle 
indicates 
accessibility. 

has 

This is a case in which it is not possible to access the representation of the sentence
Every chef has a secret recipe. Access would only be possible in one of the following
two cases:

1. if there was only one exit from the triangle;
2. if the anaphoric pronoun was plural (and not singular, as it is here).

But then, how can we explain the intuitive access of the pronoun she to its antecedent
every woman in the following example?

(4) Every woman received a computer. She is responsible for it.

woman 

computer 

received 

responsible for 

woman 

computer 

received 

woman
(she) 

she 

responsible for 

This differs from the previous example in that, in this case, the second statement has
two access routes to the first and not only one. The first (a computer) is open to the
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pronoun it while the second (every woman) is closed to the corresponding pronoun
she. The new information can be added to the diagram for the first statement, starting
from the word computer, in two stages. In the first (left hand diagram), she is not yet
decoded. It is the relationship established in the first sentence between woman and
computer that will allow us to gain access (diagram on right) and substitute she for
woman. The computers in which we are interested are those which have been received
by one of the women. Consequently, as the women referred to by she are precisely those
accessed by computer, these women will be the ones who have received computers.

This is the diagrammatic way to confront one of the difficulties (accessibility) pres-
ent in other dynamic approaches to natural language (Sect. 2 in this paper). Let us
look next in greater detail at the way in which the diagram has been constructed:

(a) First we have the diagram corresponding to the first sentence:

a.1. Subject + Verb + Object: a.2. Subject =Det.[every] + Common noun 

       Object = Det.[a] + Common noun:   

received 

woman 

received 

woman 

computer computer 

(b) Below is the diagram for the second sentence:

b.1. Subject + Verb + Object: b.2. It = Computer [singular pronoun

she

it
computer 

(it) 

(she) 

responsible for 
responsible for 

Pronouns are shown here by the lines perpendicular to the main dotted line. They are
equivalent to the triangles except in that they are incomplete or transitional symbols.

(c) Lastly, since access to the first sentence is via computer, we can link the two
diagrams by means of the fragments representing it:
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c.1. c.2. c.3. 

received 

woman computer 

responsible
 for 

she computer 

computer 

responsible
 for 

[a] woman 
(she) 

c.1. is the representation of the first sentence; c.2. is a representation of the second
in which she has not yet been decoded and in which the order of the elements has
been changed to enable the two diagrams to fit together; finally, c.3. is identical to c.2.
except for the fact that she has now been decoded.

(5) All women received a computer. They are responsible for it.

women 

received 

computer 
responsible for 

This time not only does the pronoun it have direct access to its antecedent (computer)
but also they to all women.

Let us consider a last variation on the example:

(6) All women received a computer for which they are responsible.

women 

received 

computer 

women 
(they) 

responsible for 

The two propositions in the sentence are connected by computer thanks to the relative
pronoun which. The relative structure is represented on a horizontal line starting from
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the element providing the link with the main clause (computer). The information pro-
vided by this horizontal line allows us to specify more closely the type of computers
we are talking about. A computer can thus be one of those to which we refer (i.e. one
received by all women) if they are all responsible for it.

Let us see how the example has been constructed:

a)  Subject + Verb + Object: b)  Subject + Verb + Object:  c) Again b) but rotated: 

received 

women 
(they) 

computer 

women 
(they) 

responsible 
for 

computer 
(it) 

women 

responsible 
for 

computer 
(it)

Lastly, to link up satisfactorily with (a), the section of diagram (c) corresponding to
computer is rotated through ninety degrees.

(7) No child will admit that he is sleepy.

sleepy 

he 

sleepy   

child 

will admit 

The representation of (7) (diagram on the right) begins with the representation of the
clause which is the object of the intensional verb admit. As we did with example
(4), we use a horizontal line to represent the pronoun he in the absence of a repre-
sentation of its antecedent. The negation is shown diagrammatically by means of the
symmetry of the positive case with respect to the vertical dotted line. The representa-
tion of No child will admit that and Every child will admit that is symmetrical:

(8) Every child will admit that he is sleepy.

sleepy 

he 

sleepy   

child 

will admit 
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In these two cases the representation of the pronoun is ahead of the representation of
its antecedent. This enables us to identify in the diagrammatic structure the part of the
diagram corresponding to the pronoun with the part corresponding to the antecedent,
and so, it allows us to obtain a diagram (on the right) which provides the intuitive
interpretation of the sentence (Sect. 5).

(9) John has many friends and they love a woman.

John 

has 

friends
(many) 

love 

woman

John

has 

friends 
(many) 

The quantifiers other than a (sometimes some), all, and every, are shown by means
of a triangle with two exit lines (left hand diagram). The two exits converge at one
end (right hand diagram) because of the pronoun they. This convergence of the exits
will be interpreted in such a way that will provide the intuitive interpretation of the
sentence (Sect. 5).

4.3 Donkey sentences

Most of the theories of formal semantic representation which have emerged in the
last thirty years have stemmed from certain particularly difficult anaphoric problems,
among them the type of sentence illustrated by the “donkey sentences”. We may dis-
tinguish two types: conditionals and relatives.

(a) Conditionals

The mechanism for representing this type of sentence is similar to the one we have
used when representing sentences separated by a full stop (cf. (2)). The only difference
is that we connect the predicate with the symbol, whose presence indicates that
we are dealing with a conditional.

(10) If a man owns a donkey, he beats it.
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man 

owns 

donkey 

beats 

C

In this example, we retrieve through the pronouns both man and donkey. If the exam-
ple had read: A man owns a donkey. He beats it, its representation would have been
very similar to (10). The fact that the conditional has wider scope than the existential
quantifier is indicated in the diagram by the letter C under the conditional arrow. When
the scope of the quantifier is wider the symbol appearing under the arrow is the letter
Q, as illustrated in the following example:

(11) No prudent man will drive when he is drunk.

is drunk 

he 

will drive 

prudent man 

is drunk 
  Q 

The representation of the conditional always begins with its antecedent clause (left
diagram). This explains why the pronoun he has access to the quantifier no prudent
man (cf. (7)).

(b) Relatives

(12) Most men who own a donkey beat it.

men 
(most) 

own 

donkey 

beat 

donkey 
(it) 
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As before (cf. (6)) the relative clause is shown on the horizontal line.7 The quantifying
process will apply to men who have at least one donkey. Although the pronoun it
provides direct access to its antecedent, the fact that it is situated in a different line
of discourse8 prevents the direct retrieval of the structure. It is, however, retrieved by
means of the reproduction of the donkey triangle at the point corresponding to it in the
discourse.

With this last example we conclude this brief survey of “donkey sentences”. We
shall now move on to a question which is of particular interest, given the type
of representation for which we are arguing. Our aim is to show, by a couple of
examples, the distinctive explanatory contribution that can be made by the use of
diagrams in the interpretation of discourse. Anaphoric pronouns play a fundamen-
tal role in this sense. As we shall see, the use of a pronoun in a certain position
may alter the interpretation of both the sentence in hand and the ones following
it.

4.4 Backward pronominalization and linguistic isomers

The first example is a sentence in which the permutation of antecedent and pronoun
leads to a direct change in the interpretation, an example which is problematic to GTS
(Lepore and Garson 1983, p. 339):

(13)(a) If a man can find the money to pay for a fancy car, he will buy it.

man

find the money 
to pay for 

fancy car 

will buy 
   C 

(13)(b) If a man can find the money to pay for it, he will buy a fancy car.

7 The triangle own is connected to the triangle man at the side and not at the end because in this case man
is the subject and not the object of the relative clause.
8 The arrows show the two dimensions of the diagram. The arrow pointing down indicates what we
call the main line of discourse. It is not the first time in this paper that a structure of this kind appears.
The diagram of (6) also had two dimensions: the main line of discourse (vertical) and another one
(horizontal).
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man 

it 

man 

can find the money 
to pay for 

it 

will buy 

fancy car 

  C 

can find the money 
to pay for 

According to Lepore and Garson (1983), these sentences have different readings:
While (13)(a) suggests that a man will go on buying cars until he has no more money
to do so, (13)(b) suggests that a man will buy at least one car, if he can. Our proposal
has the advantage of representing the two sentences differently, the reason being that
the position occupied by it with respect to its antecedent changes from one sentence
to the other. The fact that in (13)(b) the pronoun appears before the corresponding
noun brings about an interpretation of the sentence in which it acts as a deictic rather
than an anaphoric element. This means that the pronoun “points” towards a set of
elements connected to a particular man (it thus depends on man). The appearance
of fancy car in the result clause allows us to determine this set of elements more
precisely. Concerning the diagrammatic representation of (13)(b), we may say the
following:

(a) it is shown (as in (7), (8) and (11) above) by means of a line perpendicular to the
vertical dotted line. However, in this case, as at the moment when the pronoun was
uttered the antecedent was not present, the symbol remains incomplete (unlike
the cases described above);

(b) he retrieves the part of the diagram referring to man;
(c) the dotted lines parallel to the main line of discourse show a certain relationship

between it and fancy car which enables us a greater specification of the meaning
of the pronoun;

(d) there are no other distinctive features.

The second example is also one where using a pronoun or not leads to a
change of interpretation, although in this case it concerns a subsequent sen-
tence. We refer to such cases as “linguistic isomers”: sentences which have the
same interpretation but behave differently. Our example consists of two short dia-
logues:

(14)(a) – If John buys an entrance ticket, he keeps it.
– Why can’t Jane keep it?
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John

buys 

ticket 

keeps 

John 

buys 

ticket 

keeps 

Jane

  C   C 

(14)(b) – If John buys an entrance ticket, John keeps it.
– Why can’t Jane keep it?

John 

ticket 

buys 

John 

keeps 

John 

buys 

John 

keeps 

ticket 

Jane 

  C 
  C 

The first sentence in each dialogue is always shown on the left. On the right we see
how the second is interpreted in each case, based on the first (which we can access
via the second it). In each case it replaces ticket, and John is replaced byJane. The
different representations of the first sentences in (14)(a) and (14)(b) give rise to the
different readings of the question. Whereas in (14)(a) the most natural interpretation
of the question is why Jane cannot keep the ticket which she has bought herself, in
(14)(b) the most natural interpretation of the question asks why Jane cannot keep the
ticket bought by John.

4.5 Paycheck sentences

So far, our treatment of anaphoric pronouns, whereby the antecedent is recovered as
part of the diagrammatic structure by modifying (cf. 9) or adding new elements (cf. 6)
to already existent ones (pronouns as articulators of diagrams), has given a satisfactory
solution to several paradigmatic and problematic examples. However, if we want to
defend our proposal as a uniform account, it should also treat sentences where the
anaphoric pronoun seems simply to avoid the repetition of the antecedent expression:
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(15)9 A man who put his paycheck in the bank was wiser than a man who put it in the
Brown University Employees Credit Union.

man 
put in bank 

paycheck 
(his)

wiser 

put in 
BUECU man 

In this case the pronoun it has direct access to its antecedent, which it can retrieve
directly. This, together with the fact that a man always belongs to the main line of
discourse, is what allows the retrieval of the whole relative clause, which is why man
can be replaced by man and put in the bank by put in the BUECU.

This representation provides the intuitive interpretation of the sentence (as we will
see in Sect. 5.2). Our original aim of uniformity seems to be accomplished, at least,
on a primary level.

5 Introduction to diagram semantics

According to van Benthem (1984a, p. 70), in the theory of Kamp (1981) “every gram-
matical structure generates a ‘discourse representation’ providing the necessary clues
(anaphoric and otherwise) for actual interpretation in models”. The same claim can
be made for our own theory by changing ‘discourse representation’ into ‘diagram’.

These clues will be explicitly expressed, in the theory of diagrams, by an ordered
set of formulas of the language of set theory that we will call the lines of conditions
associated to D.

Call a first order model M = 〈M, I 〉 a model suggested by a diagram D if:

– M is not empty;
– I maps the n-place predicate names in D to n-place relations on M ;
– the lines of conditions associated to D describe M.

Everymodel suggested by a diagram D contains the maximum information that we
assume that is possible to extract from any isolated sentence or discourse which gener-
ates D. This information can be, and usually is, completed by different audiences/read-
ers making use of their particular circumstances, knowledge, and contexts. The model
suggested by a diagram will not be therefore unique, but rather it will be different
for each audience/reader. Natural language seems to be then, under this perspective,
intrinsically vague.10

9 Modified example from Jacobson (2000, p. 87) and Karttunen (1969).
10 I am grateful to the first anonymous referee for this remark.
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As in the case of syntax, we will study some of the examples given previously to
explain how the lines of conditions are obtained and how do they work:

(1) A man walked. He talked.

man 

walked 

talked 

x

In this case we extract a single line of conditions from the diagram:

(1a) ∃ x : x ∈ I (Man), x ∈ I (T alked), x ∈ I (Walked)

[From now on, given a n-place predicate P in D, we will refer to I (P) as P .]
We can see various things:

(a) Each triangle divided into two by a horizontal line introduces a new variable. In
this case: x .

(b) The first condition affecting the variable is the one indicated by the label accom-
panying the triangle (man):

∃ x : x ∈ Man → There are men (every model suggested by D will have to meet
this condition).

(c) The triangle linked to man at the side gives us other conditions affecting
x (x walked/x talked).

The representation of one model suggested by the diagram will therefore be as fol-
lows:11

x 

man 
walk 

talk 

There is a man who walks and talks.

(2) A man loved a woman. He kissed her.

11 As we shall see in successive examples, each line of conditions suggests a new model based on the one
before. Each new line of conditions must be read on the basis of the previous ones.
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(2a) ∃x ∃y : x ∈ Man, y ∈ W oman, 〈x, y〉 ∈ Loved, 〈x, y〉 ∈ K issed

The new feature of this example is that the conditions affecting the variables are not the
result of properties but of relations (two triangles, man and woman, joined by another
triangle, which will alternate between loved and kissed).

man 

loved 

woman 
kissed 

x 

y 

(3) Every chef has a secret recipe.

chef 

secret recipe 

has 

x 

y 

(3.a) x ∈ Che f, y ∈ Secret recipe
(3.b) ∀x∃y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Have

This is the first example in which a number of lines of conditions appear. This is
because the determiner every forms part of the subject, expressing something other
than mere existence.

Let us look more closely at the way in which we determine the conditions:

1. First we identify the range of the variables (the set of possible values that these
variables can hold):

(3.a) x ∈ Che f, y ∈ Secret recipe

2. We then see that the diagram consists of: Subject + Verb + Object. The subject
and the object each introduce a quantifier, the quantifier for the subject normally
having wider scope:

(3.b) ∀ x∃ y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Have
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The variables x and y take values from certain sets as a result of the preceding line of
conditions (3.a), i.e. x from the set of chefs and y from the set of secret recipes. In
this way, given any chef, we can always find a value for y in the set of recipes such
that 〈x, y〉 ∈ Have.

(4) Every woman received a computer. She is responsible for it.

woman 

computer 

received 

woman
(she) 

responsible for 

x 

y 

z 

(4.a) x ∈ Woman, y ∈ Computer, z ∈ Womanx

(4.b) ∀ x∃ y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Received
(4.c) ∃ y∃ z : 〈z, y〉 ∈ Responsible for

The first two lines of conditions recall those for (3), except for the inclusion of a new
variable z, which, given its origin (the anaphoric pronoun she) will be linked to the
variable x (corresponding to its antecedent). This link, represented by z ∈ W omanx ,
means that z takes values from the same set as x .

(4.c) is the interpretation of the second part of the diagram: Object (computer) +
Verb (responsible for) + Subject (woman, she). Given that the quantifiers associated
with the variables are existential, we thus have: ∃ y ∃ z : 〈z, y〉 ∈ Responsible for

We therefore have the following reading for (4.c): we can find at least one woman
(among those who have received computers) and at least one computer (among those
received by women) such that the first is responsible for the second.

Next, [and] for the sake of clarity, let us observe an example very similar to (4), but
in which the subject of the second sentence is not anaphoric:

(4′) Every pupil received a computer. A teacher is responsible for it.12

12 I am grateful to the second anonymous referee for suggesting this example to me.
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pupil 

computer 

received 

teacher 

responsible for 

x 

y 

z 

(4′.a) x ∈ Pupil, y ∈ Computer, z ∈ Teacher
(4′.b) ∀ x∃ y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Received
( 4′.c) ∃ y ∃ z : 〈z, y〉 ∈ Responsible for

The only difference with (4) is that in this case the variable zis not linked to x (because
there is no anaphoric link). As a consequence, we have the following reading for (4′.c):
we can find at least one teacher and at least one computer (among those received by
pupils) such that the first is responsible for the second.

(5) All women received a computer. They are responsible for it.

woman 

received 

computer 

responsible for 

x 

y 

(5.a) x ∈ Woman, y ∈ Computer
(5.b) ∃y∀x : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Received
(5.c) ∃y∀x : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Responsible for

For the first time the quantifier associated with the object has wider scope than that
associated with the subject (∃ y∀x : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Received, and ∃ y∀x : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Respon-
sible for). This always occurs when the exits from the triangle associated with the
subject converge at one end.
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(6) All women received a computer for which they are responsible.

women 

received 

computer

women
(they) 

responsible for 

x 

y 

z 

(6.a) x ∈ W oman, y ∈ Computer, z ∈ W omanx , 〈z, y〉 ∈ Responsible for
(6.b) ∃ y∀ x : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Received
(6.c) ∃ y∀ z : 〈z, y〉 ∈ Responsible for

It should be noted that the information contained in the relative clause makes its first
appearance (without being quantified) in the first line of conditions:

x ∈ W oman, y ∈ Computer, z ∈ W omanx , <z, y> ∈ Responsible for

We can also see that (6.c) adds new information to that provided by (6.a) and (6.b):
the computer for which a woman is responsible and which they have all received is
also a computer for which not one but all the women are responsible.

(7) No child will admit that he is sleepy.

sleepy   

child 

will admit 

x 

(7.a) x ∈ Child
(7.b) ∀x : 〈x, x〉 |∈ Will admit sleepy

(9) John has many friends and they love a woman.
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John 

has 

friends
(many) 

love 

woman

x 

y 

z 

(9.a) x ∈ {John}, y ∈ Friend, z ∈ W oman
(9.b) ∃x Many y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Has
(9.c) ∃z∀y : 〈y, z〉 ∈ Love

The only novelty here is the conversion of a generalised quantifier (many) into a
universal quantifier. This will always occur when the exit lines from the triangle asso-
ciated with the quantifier (friends) converge at one point. (9.c) will be read as follows:
there is a woman who is loved by all of John’s many friends.

5.1 Donkey sentences

(12) Most men who own a donkey beat it.

men
(most) 

own 

donkey 

beat 

donkey
(it) 

x 

y 

z 

(12.a) x ∈ Man, y ∈ Donkey, z ∈ Donkeyy, 〈x, y〉 ∈ Own13

(12.b) Most x ∃ z : 〈x, z〉 ∈ Beat

13 z takes values from the same set as y.
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Let us now compare this sentence with the following:14

(12′) Most men who own a donkey beat a donkey.

men 
(most) 

own 

donkey

beat 

donkey 

x 

y 

z 

(12′.a) x ∈ Man, y ∈ Donkey, z ∈ Donkey, 〈x, y〉 ∈ Own
(12′.b) Most x ∃ z : 〈x, z〉 ∈ Beat

While the reading obtained from the diagram of (12) is that ‘most donkey-owners
(men) beat some of the donkeys owned by men’, the reading of (12′) is that ‘most
donkey-owners (men) beat some donkey’. That is, in the case of (12′), but not of (12),
it could be the case that a donkey-owner (man) beats a donkey which is not owned by
any man.

(10) If a man owns a donkey, he beats it.

man 

owns 

donkey 

beats 

x 

y 

    C 

(10.a) x ∈ Man, y ∈ Donkey, 〈x, y〉 ∈ Own
(10.b) ∀ f : Rngx → Rngy s.t.

〈x, f (x)〉 ∈ Own &
∀ v∀ w[ f (v) = f (w) → (v = w or ( /∃ a ∈ Rngy : 〈w, a〉 ∈ Own &
∀ z f (z) 	= a))]

∀ x (〈x, f (x)〉 ∈ Own → 〈x, f (x)〉 ∈ Beat)

14 I am grateful to the second anonymous referee for suggesting this example to me.
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Rngx is the set of donkey owners in the model domain. Rngy is the set of donkeys
owned by a man in the model domain. ∀x ranges over Rngx .

The kind of application f, which is defined in the three first lines of the line of
condition (10.b), is what we name a situation associated with the antecedent of the
conditional (10). This one is a sort of application which is required to be ‘as injective
as possible’. That means, in the case of (10), that each donkey owner will be connected
to a donkey that, if possible, is not connected to any other man.

This is the interpretation we suggest for conditional sentences in cases where the
conditional has wider scope than the quantifier. 15

On the other hand, if the quantifier has wider scope:

(11) No prudent man will drive when he is drunk.

will drive 

prudent man 

is drunk 

x

Q 

(11.a) x ∈ Prudent man
(11.b) ∀ x (x ∈ Is drunk → x |∈ Will drive)

5.2 Paycheck sentences

(15) A man who put his paycheck in the bank was wiser than a man who put it in the
Brown University Employees Credit Union.

man 
put in bank 

paycheck
(his)

wiser 

x, u 

yx, yu 

put in 
BUECU man 

15 This interpretation is based on a detailed study of the sentence Usually if a man owns a donkey he beats
it, which falls outside the scope of this article. Readers who are interested can find further details in San
Ginés and Frápolli (2009) and San Ginés (2010).
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(15.a) x ∈ Man, u ∈ Man, yx ∈ Paycheckx , yu ∈ Paychecku ,
〈x, yx 〉 ∈ put in the bank, 〈u, yu〉 ∈ put in the BUECU 16

(15.b) ∃x ∃u : 〈x, u〉 ∈ was wiser

6 Conclusion

The diagrammatic system we have outlined for natural language has a number of
advantages:

1. The system is dynamic: each new statement is interpreted in the light of the existing
diagram, which can be modified according to the new information provided by the
statement.

Ours is by no means the only dynamic proposal put forward to date (others include
DRT, GTS, etc.) but the use of diagrams enhances its overall dynamic qualities. Groe-
nendijk and Stokhof (1991, p. 48), for example, point out that:

[…] in the standard version of DRT, information change is narrowed down to
the (im)possibilities of subsequent anaphoric reference that sentences determine.
All other information that a sentence conveys, is treated in a static, rather than
in a dynamic fashion. DPL is like DRT in this respect.

Our system overcomes this limitation to some extent, making it possible to describe
new objects and explain certain phenomena, because its dynamic nature is not simply
the product of its context change potential (potential antecedents) (Kamp and van
Eijck 1997, p. 197) but of its diagram change potential.

2. Unlike more traditional interpretations which view anaphoric pronouns as bound
variables or singular terms, our system assigns to pronouns the role of retrieving
the visual content of an antecedent (in our case a fragment of a diagram). Our
approach would thus appear to come closer to a uniform treatment of anaphoric
pronouns than any other formulated up to now.
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